Genuine Australian sheepskin products
www.wildgooseaustralia.com.au
Premilled long boot
UB-521
Premium long boot is our most popular and ultimate outdoor boot. It offers extra warmth and fashion to the normal ugg boots. It features moulded rubber outsole with sidewall stitch for maximum durability and flexibility. Reinforced toe and heel give extra support. Can be worn with the top folded down to show luxury inner wool.

Colour:
Chestnut, Purple, Hot pink, Sand, Chocolate, Dark pink, Black

Classic tall boot
UB-541
Stylish, versatile and comfortable all in one boot. Our classic tall boot is the all-time popular boot because of its light weight and flexibility.

Colour:
Chocolate, Sand, Chestnut

Classic buckle short boot
UB-471
A fashionable update of classic short boots with stylish leather straps and metal buckle.

Colour:
Chestnut, Black

Premilled lace long boot
UB-532
An update of the Premium long. It offers extra warmth and fashion to the normal ugg boots. It features moulded rubber outsole with sidewall stitch for maximum durability and flexibility. Reinforced toe and heel give extra support. Full leather support for lace on the side.

Colour:
Chocolate, Sand, Chestnut

Classic tall button boot
UB-561
Similar to our Classic tall boot but with three buttons and elastic band closures. It is suits any occasion and can be worn up or cuffed down.

Colour:
Chocolate, Black

Classic short button boot
UB-451
Similar to our Classic short boot but with an added button and elastic band closure for an extra touch of style. It can either be worn up or cuffed down.

Colour:
Chestnut, Chocolate

Classic buckle short boot
UB-411
Designed for elegance and comfort. It features first grade Australian sheepskin with light weight EVA ripple outsole. Made with heel stiffener for support. Can be worn with the top folded down to show luxury inner wool.

Colour:
Chocolate, Chestnut, Sand
Laceup long boot
UB-601
This trendy calf length boot offers natural warmth and style. It features first grade Australian sheepskin with light weight EVA ripple outsole. Heel stiffener for support. Full leather support for lace on the side.

Colour:
Sand, Chestnut

Viking short boot
UB-401
The ideal boot for relaxing at home with comfort and warmth in mind. It features first grade Australian sheepskin with light weight EVA ripple outsole. Heel stiffener for support. Can be worn with the top folded down to show luxury inner wool.

Colour:
Sand, Chestnut, Mushroom, Black, Jester red, Purple, Hot pink

Viking long boot
UB-501
It offers comfort and warmth and features first grade Australian sheepskin with light weight EVA ripple outsole. Heel stiffener for support. Can be worn with the top folded down to show luxury inner wool.

Colour:
Chestnut, Sand

Laceup long boot
UB-601
This trendy calf length boot offers natural warmth and style. It features first grade Australian sheepskin with light weight EVA ripple outsole. Heel stiffener for support. Full leather support for lace on the side.

Colour:
Sand, Chestnut

Classic extra tall boot
UB-511
A true fashion statement. It teaches up to your knee and features first grade Australian sheepskin with light weight EVA ripple outsole. Made with heel stiffener for support. Can be worn with the top folded down to show luxury inner wool.

Colour:
Sand, Chestnut

Premium short boot
UB-421
Designed for those who love the outdoors. It features moulded rubber outsole with sidewall stitch for maximum durability and flexibility. Reinforced toe and heel give extra support.

Colour:
Sand, Black, Chestnut, Mushroom, Chocolate, Purple, Hot pink, Dark pink

Viking short boot
UB-401
The ideal boot for relaxing at home with comfort and warmth in mind. It features first grade Australian sheepskin with light weight EVA ripple outsole. Heel stiffener for support. Can be worn with the top folded down to show luxury inner wool.

Colour:
Sand, Chestnut, Mushroom, Black, Jester red, Purple, Hot pink
**Bella Slipper**  
UB-721  
The beautiful slipper offers fashion, warmth and comfort to the original sheepskin footwear. It can be worn indoors and outdoors.  

**Colour:**  
Rose pink, Chestnut, Black

---

**Princess slipper**  
UB-101  
The beautiful wool cuff gives the original ugg slipper extra comfort and cosiness. It features first grade Australian sheepskin with light weight EVA ripple outsole. Heel stiffener for support.  

**Colour:**  
Chestnut, Baby pink, Sand

---

**Olivia lady scuff**  
UB-201  
It offers the lazy option for cosy footwear. No bending or tugging. It features first grade Australian sheepskin with light weight EVA ripple outsole.  

**Colour:**  
Baby pink, Chocolate, Sand

---

**M/W scuff**  
UB-221  
The unisex scuff provides maximum warmth, for the new age guy or girl who prefers the slip-on variety.  

**Colour:**  
Chocolate, Chestnut

---

**Lawson slipper**  
UB-711  
Adjustable Velcro opening, suitable for the less mobile person. Higher sides for additional warmth.  

**Colour:**  
Chestnut

---

**Juliett slipper**  
UB-701  
It offers a soft rubber sole - snug, flexible and cosy. It features a rolled top for the extra luxurious look.  

**Colour:**  
Chestnut, Wine red

---

**Trendy moccasin**  
UB-931  
It offers a modern look and warmth. Featuring moulded rubber sole for better grip and flexibility.  

**Colour:**  
Chestnut

---

**Jason slipper**  
UB-808  
Elastic gusset makes it easy to slip on and the rubber outsole provides much flexibility.  

**Colour:**  
Chestnut
Ashley slipper
UB-331
The slip-on scuff offers extra warmth and comfort thanks to a super flexible and lightweight rubber sole.

Colour:
Chestnut

Moccasin
UB-901
It offers a conservative and stylish look with an adjustable lace for the perfect fit.

Colour:
Teal grey, Chocolate

Tassie moccasin
UB-921
Beautifully hand stitched and designed for additional warmth in the colder climates.

Colour:
Chestnut, Black, Red, Purple, Grey

Victor slipper
UB-801
Sturdy slipper with additional heel support. An ideal fit for the broader foot.

Colour:
Chestnut

Kiddy boot
UB-431
A child version of the Viking boot

Colour:
Baby pink, Sand, Chestnut

Infant boot
UB-INF
All natural, soft sole, worn up or down with adjustable ribbon. External stitching for extra comfort on little feet.

Colour:
Baby blue, Baby pink

Andy booties
UB-INW
Made with a thing rubber sole to help support those that are just taking their first steps. Larger sizes can also be worn by young children up to the age of 5. Velcro closures make it easy for them to slip on and off.

Colour:
Chocolate, Sand, Baby pink

Eva moccasin
UB-751
Offering durability, flexibility and comfort all in one. It has a moulded rubber outsole and delicate leather lace.

Colour:
Chestnut, Black, Hot pink, Purple

Sheepskin Innersole
UB-INS
Natural and soft sheepskin innersole
Ladies jacket - Chanel
JDF-CHA
Provides warmth and keeps out the wind with the four buttons at the front. Contains two pockets to protect your hands from the cold.

Colour:
Chocolate

Unisex jacket - Kelly
JDF-KEL
Longer style suede lambskin jacket takes chill out of outdoor activity in the cold climate. Made of Australian top grade double face lambskins, dense yet light weight, it’s sure to keep you cosy all the time. With its classic, straight-cut and stylish shearing- trimmed collar, this is a coat that offers winter warmth. It features a removable hood, zip front with toggles and 2 patch pockets.

Colour:
Chestnut

Ladies jacket - Amanda
JDF-AMD
Look and feel glamorous in this stylish suede jacket with buttons and side pockets. Outfacing trim on the collar and turn-back cuffs bring a luxurious feeling to this lovely shearing jacket.

Colour:
Sand, Dusty pink

Ladies jacket - Misa
JDF-MIS
Slip into our elegant Misa shearing jacket and discover the beauty of Australian double face lambskins. Styles featured on this terrific shearing coat include fur-out seams, rollup cuffs for perfect fit and 2 patch pockets. The front zip keeps the wind out.

Colour:
Sand
Mens jacket - Alexander
JDF-ALE
The ultimate jacket for warmth. The zip and four buttons makes it double wind-proof and the two front pockets are convenient for valuables and handy for cold hands.

Colour:
Chocolate

Bomber jacket
JDF-BOM
Made from smooth, nappa finish Australian lambskins. This classic, heavy weight jacket is designed to stand extreme cold weather conditions and strong wind. It features a buckled collar, zip front and 2 hand warmer pockets.

Colour:
Black

Domink jacket
JDF-DMK
Made from soft Australian top grade double face lambskins, this all-occasion coat brings great looks and function to a new level. This terrific jacket features 2 hand warmer packets and 3 button overlay zip closure to keep the wind out. Collar can be worn up or down.

Colour:
Camel

Mens Harry vest
VT-601
Keeps the wind out with its zip front and storm-flap to keep you warm. Two slip pockets can be used for valuables or chilly hands.

Colour:
Chestnut
**Ladies toggle vest**
VT-201
Fashionable ladies vest with toggles. It features a unique, luxurious wool trim in the front and decorative toggles.

**Unisex vest**
VT-101
Extra layer of warmth in Autumn and Winter. It brings together the best of function and style and features zip front and 2 vertical slip pockets.

**Classic unisex vest**
VT-301
Ideal vest for cool winter activity. It features turn-down collar and hand-warmer pockets.

- **Colour:** Moose
- **Colour:** Sand
- **Colour:** Moose

**Ladies Kimberley vest**
VT-401
Zip and buttons to keep you warm and a cropped waist for superb style. It also has pockets for your convenience.

**Round hat**
HT-LD
Our all time world favourite round hat offers light weight, all day protection. It’s made from soft, Australian Merino lambskins with a suede exterior and a lovely turn-up cuff.

**Snowman hat**
HT-SN
This smart looking hat is made from soft, Australian Merino lambskins. It features a suede exterior and cosy earflaps that can be tied on the top or beneath the chin.

- **Colour:** Chocolate
- **Colour:** Chestnut, Sand, Chocolate
- **Colour:** Chestnut, Sand, Chocolate
Elbow Protector
The Elbow Protector aids in healing and also acts as a useful preventative. Treats and protects a specific problem area.

Size:
Small, Large

Heel Protector
The Heel Protector minimises pressure on the heel while leaving most of the foot free. Suitable for those being treated for, or at risk of pressure ulcers.

Size:
Small, Medium, Large

Medical Rug/Underlay
Suitable for anyone, anywhere. Can be used on the bed, chair or floor. Excellent prevention and reduction of pressure ulcers by providing even pressure distribution. Keeps the skin dry by offering a high level of moisture absorption. The user does not suffer irritation caused by perspiration and wetness.

Size:
X-Large

Wheelchair Cover
Specially designed for wheelchairs, it can also be used as a back rest or seat cover. An ideal choice for regular users, keeping them dry and comfortable. Aids in reducing pressure points.

Size:
One size fits all

Chair Cover
This portable seat comforter can be carried around whenever you travel. An ideal choice for regular users, keeping them dry and comfortable. Aids in reducing pressure points.

Size:
One size fits all

Wrap Around Boot
Adjustable Velcro opening makes the boot easy to put on and take off. The special design allows feet to rest snug and cosy in the boot.

Size:
X-Small, Small, Medium, Large, X-Large

Heel Protector
The Heel Protector minimises pressure on the heel while leaving most of the foot free. Suitable for those being treated for, or at risk of pressure ulcers.

Size:
Small, Medium, Large

Medical Rug/Underlay
Suitable for anyone, anywhere. Can be used on the bed, chair or floor. Excellent prevention and reduction of pressure ulcers by providing even pressure distribution. Keeps the skin dry by offering a high level of moisture absorption. The user does not suffer irritation caused by perspiration and wetness.

Size:
X-Large
Sheepskin rugs

RUG
Luxury long wool rug is made from 2” up pile spring lambskin. This natural shaped lambskin can be used as a floor covering, a throw on a lounge, chair, bed and in front of the fireplace. They are available in single, 2, 4, 6, 8 skins and many colours.
Wild Goose Australia

Wild Goose Australia is a wholesaler and exporter of high quality sheepskin products. Our product line includes ugg boots, sheepskin garments and floor rugs. All products are made with genuine Australian sheepskins.

The quality and range of our sheepskin products is without equal. Using only the finest premium grade sheepskins, combined with 48 years of knowledge and experience in handling and exporting Australian raw sheepskins, we are able to create products that are of exceptional comfort and value. We are proud of our Wild Goose international collection which offers the market both traditional value and classic craftsmanship.

Our excellent service and delivery have helped to strengthen our brand in our competitive industry.

From our humble beginnings over sixteen years ago, Wild Goose Australia has now grown to become a major player in both the domestic and international markets.

Our commitment to excellence ensures your guarantee of satisfaction.